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Bureaucratic Efficiency and the Cost of Red Tape
This report offers a comprehensive approach to the concept of Red Tape, details the ways in
which state governments around the country have attempted to remedy the problem of
inefficient regulatory processes, and examines the effect of red tape specific to administrative
agencies in the state of Vermont.
Defining Red Tape
Red tape may be defined as “rules, regulations, and procedures that remain in force and entail
a compliance burden but do not serve the legitimate purposes the rules were intended to
serve.” 1 Red tape is not the whole regulatory process in its entirety, instead it is the
burdensome, inefficient, and formalized rules that are placed on an administrative agency that
prevent that agency from effectively and efficiently operating.2
Why Governments Struggle to Overcome Organizational
Redundancies and Excessive Costs
Efficiency has been a “cherished administrative value” and a “key concept” in studying public
administration since the Progressive Era. 3 Current trends in analyzing public administration and
government quality have included criteria such as “responsiveness” and “equity;” however
“efficiency” remains a “guiding governmental value.” 4 Contemporary literature on government
efficiency indicates that the term “efficiency” is often conceptualized as an “apolitical value.”
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“Efficiency” is understood as a question of the cost-benefit analysis of input and output
factors.5
Political views affect efficiency calculations since the inputs and outputs, which “count” in the
calculations to measure efficiency, involve political decisions. Whether state funds are being
used efficiently depends on what factors matter in the calculation of outcomes. Take for
example public transit: the capital and maintenance costs of transit rail can be compared with a
range of outcome factors such as the return from user fares, the development of surrounding
communities, the value of surrounding commercial and residential properties, greenhouse gas
emissions, job creation, road maintenance costs, costs associated with traffic and traffic
accidents, and the physical spatial difference between socio-economic class communities.
These factors all are possible outputs for analyzing whether state funds are being used
efficiently, and yet they are also subject to political debate. It is important to recognize this fact
in judging government efficiency. Some of the consequences of not doing so include the
following: 6
•
•
•
•
•

expenditures on citizen involvement are viewed as unnecessary costs of time and
money.
clear choices are not made about what factors ought to count in analyzing efficiency.
politicians and managers are dichotomized: politicians are distinguished for their
political values and managers for being rational actors.
at-will employment is favored over civil service protection and long-term public
employment.
sacrificed considerations for the sake of simplicity in order to adhere to the cost-benefit
analysis model. 7
Standards for Bureaucratic Performance

Bureaucracies at the state level implement most of the legislation approved by state
governments. Implementing state programs increasingly involves multiple agencies working
with each other to accomplish a single task. State bureaucrats do more than simply
administrate state legislation. Administrators help develop solutions to problems on the policy
agenda, provide specialized information to elected officials during policy debate, choose how to
best implement the adopted legislation, and secure compliance of groups or individuals
affected by the adopted legislation. 8
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Evaluations of state bureaucracy are not measured on standard criteria, which may lead to
conflicting, and often incorrect, judgments about bureaucratic performance. Four different
standards for bureaucratic performance include: 9
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cost: The amount of money a state agency requires to operate.
Efficiency: The extent to which the agency gets the most out of allocated resources.
Effectiveness: The extent to which an agency accomplishes its specified goal or purpose.
Public-Political Accountability: The legality/constitutionality of an agency’s action
coupled with responsiveness to the goals of the legislative body and the people who are
affected by agency programs. 10
Public Versus Private Bureaucracy

Both public and private organizations must work with rules and regulations that may, at times,
inhibit efficient operation. The existing literature on the subject, however, indicates that public
bureaucracies are subject to more red tape than private bureaucracies. 11 Unlike private
bureaucracy, public organizations are affected, to a great degree, by informal red tape. That is,
red tape caused by the influence, not formal rules, of key bodies in the political system such as
the media, public opinion, political parties, interest groups, and public officials. 12 Also, public
organizations are held accountable by a significantly larger population than are private
organizations. “All explanations for greater public sector red tape either directly or indirectly
reflect this enormous and complex accountability. Extensive rules, regulations, and procedures
help ensure that public programs reflect the will of the people and protect the rights of
countless interests of the general public.” 13 This difference in red tape has led to a trend of
greater privatization of governmental services in an attempt to limit the adverse effects of
burdensome organizational regulations.
Potential Negatives of Bureaucratic Privatization
While there has been an increase in states contracting services to the private sector, there are
some potential negatives that must be considered. Overall cost often declines in many cases,
but sometimes this occurs because the quantity or quality of service being provided has also
declined. A private company’s drive to make a profit may be more important than providing a
quality service. 14 Contracting state services may induce competition between potential
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providers. In many cases, however, the competition among qualified providers is often absent;
this especially occurs with highly specialized services or in less populated areas. 15 Another
significant issue of contracting state services is that corruption and awarding contracts on the
basis of political support can subvert the process. 16 Finally, after the state and the service
provider have agreed upon a specific contract, monitoring of contractor performance and
auditing contractor records is expensive and may well exceed 10% of a contract’s value. 17
Bureaucracy Review and Reform in Other States
Several states have established commissions to assess the overall functional efficiency of a
state’s bureaucracy and develop recommendations for improvement.18 Arizona, Washington,
and Connecticut are three states that serve as examples of this type of red tape review and
offer potential approaches to reform. These commissions developed the following strategies:
merging, streamlining, privatizing, and budgeting for outcomes. These approaches to reform
are believed to enhance efficiency of state bureaucracy. 19
Arizona
Governor Jan Brewer announced upon taking office that she would establish the Commission
on Privatization and Efficiency (COPE). According to Gov. Brewers, “COPE will identify state
services and agencies whose functions can be eliminated, consolidated, streamlined or
outsourced to achieve greater operational efficiency in meeting the needs of our citizens.” 20
The commission made sixteen recommendations including: pension reform, 21 adopting a
priority/outcome-based budgeting process, 22 privatizing operation and management of the
Arizona lottery, 23 and transferring or merging the Bingo Administration and Tobacco
Enforcement to or with another agency. 24 The recommendations heavily favor privatization,
citing that private management tends to waste less money, especially in the case of the state
lottery. The recommendation to “adopt a priority/outcome-based budgeting process” delves
into the way Arizona sets its state budget and recommends performance evaluation over
baseline budgeting:
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In Arizona, like most other states, budgets are typically developed by adjusting the
current budget for inflation and caseload increases—so called baseline budgeting—but
this process takes discretion and performance evaluation out of the mix entirely. In
normal fiscal times, the budget tends to be built on the premise that last year’s dollar
was a good dollar spent, so this year a given agency or program should spend what it did
last year, and then some. 25
A handful of states, counties, cities, and school districts, as shown in Figure 1, are now using
evaluative and outcome based budgeting system. 26 Washington State offers a working model of
“budgeting for outcomes,” a plan COPE highly recommends and a plan aimed at bettering
bureaucracy and the budgeting system in the state of Arizona.27
States
Washington
Iowa
South Carolina
Michigan
Louisiana

Counties
Snohomish, WA
Multnomah, OR
Mesa County, CO
Polk County, FL
Larimer County, CO
Coconino County, AZ

Cities
Azusa, CA
Spokane, WA
Dallas, TX
Ft. Collins, CO
Northglenn, CO
Redmond, WA
Eugene, OR
Savannah, GA
Baltimore, MD
Tacoma Metro Parks, WA

School Districts
Jefferson County, CO
Billings, MT

Figure 1. Jurisdictions Applying Budgeting for Outcomes
Source: David Osborne, “The Next California Budget: Buying Results Citizens Want at a Price
They Are Willing to Pay,” Policy Study 380, Reason Foundation, April 2010, p. 2.
_______________________________________
Washington
Washington State’s program “Budgeting for Outcomes” has been deemed so successful the
2011 Arizona COPE recommended modeling their state budgeting off of Washington’s
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program.28 Budgeting for Outcomes was first used by Governor Gary Locke in Washington in
2003 and was named the “Priorities of Government” (POG) model. At the time, Washington
State was facing a $2.4 billion budget shortcoming and significant budget modifications were
the priority. 29 The Locke administration called for an in-depth evaluation of what services the
government provided. They were interested in implementing priority-based budgeting to close
the deficit of $2.4 billion without raising taxes. In the past, legislators would have started with
the baseline budget and focused on cutting programs or raising taxes until the general fund
matched the forecasted revenue, the so called “cost-plus budgeting system” most states use.
They brought in a consultant David Osborne — known for working on Vice President Al Gore’s
Reinventing Government plan at the federal level during the Clinton Administration. 30 The
Public Strategies Group and the Locke Administration created the POG approach where the
state would prioritize services and determine the most important things to buy or deliver for
the dollars invested. 31 The POG is still in use in Washington State by Governor Chris Gregoire’s
Administration. The key benefits of the POG approach is providing legislatures with relevant
performance information that can be applied to budget choices. The approach also helps frame
the question, "Are we sure we're buying things at the best possible price?" 32
Connecticut
The Commission on Enhancing Agency Outcomes (CEAO) was created in the state of
Connecticut to “identify functional overlaps and other redundancies among state agencies and
promote efficiency and accountability in state government.” 33 The commission was tasked with
identifying ways to eliminate overlaps and redundancies. 34 The commission had the goal of
reducing costs to the state of Connecticut while improving the quality and accessibility of state
services. The commission found areas of waste and then recommended appropriate mergers
of state agencies or ways to streamline state operations. The report includes a list of thirty
potential savings ideas recommended by the commission. “The total estimated savings in FY 11
from these proposals is $228,941,015 - $229,941,015 and $241,145,570 - $247,658,418 for FY
12.” 35 The commission also developed a list of fifteen proposals that may not directly save the
state money but have the potential to enhance agency outcomes, getting more from the
money already being spent. The commission recommended merging state agencies such as (1)
the Departments of Mental Health and Addiction Services and Social Services, and (2) the
28
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Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism of the Office of Workforce Competitiveness
and the Department of Economic and Community Development.36 CEAO’s findings are
examples of in-depth review of state agencies yielding ideas for merging, streamlining, and
ultimately saving the state money and potentially improving services.37
Vermont’s State Budget Process
Vermont’s state budget process has five components: the work of the budget and the
management division, the financial analysis of the actual and projected expenditures and
revenues, the preparation of the budget, the submission of the budget to the general assembly
and legislative deliberation, and the budget’s implementation. 38 The work of the budget, the
Governor’s annual budget recommendations for the state of Vermont, is the responsibility of
the Commissioner of Finance and Management, the staff of the Budget and Management
Division, and agency and departmental budget staff.39
Vermont’s budgeting process is an on-going, annual cycle that ends and begins again with the
state’s fiscal year, which runs from July 1 to June 30. 40 At the end of a fiscal year, financial data
for each agency, department, and program are reviewed by the Budget and Management staff
and this information is used to determine recommendations for changes in the budget of the
current fiscal year, as well as recommendations that will assist in the development of the
Governor’s budget proposal for the upcoming fiscal year. 41
The Governor, along with his or her senior staff, reviews the results of the financial analysis and
develops budget allocations and instructions that are distributed in September and October to
each agency and department. The agencies and departments then, using the Budget
Development System (BDS), develop their budget requests. BDS is a tool to help agencies
develop budget requests online. The system allows agencies to look at different budget
decision packages and play around with various scenarios that differ in expenditures, staffing,
revenue estimates, and incremental performance changes.42
In November, the staff members of the Budget and Management Division review the proposed
budgets of the various agencies and departments and make any necessary adjustments. After
the Governor has reviewed the budget a final time, the Budget and Management Division
prepares the Governor’s recommended budget proposal as a draft Appropriations Bill and an
36
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Executive Budget Book that is then presented to the legislature when they convene in January.
The budget is proposed to the legislature for deliberation and upon the Appropriations Bill’s
passage, in both the House and the Senate, the bill is forwarded to the Governor. Budget
implementation begins when the bill becomes law. Change in the current year’s budget is
enacted through a Budget Adjustment Act. 43
The Regulation of Industries Particular to Vermont
Telecommunications
Regulation of the telecommunications industry comprises many different forms, most of which
are formed and implemented at the state level of government. These include setting retail
rates, ensuring customer access to telecommunications services, and enforcing quality
standards. 44 This regulation is predicated on the idea that utility markets such as the
telecommunications industry are natural monopolies and therefore “not subject to effective
competition, or that competitive markets may not produce socially desirable results.” 45 Since
the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, many states have seen movement towards
deregulation of some aspects of the industry, purportedly aimed at allowing more competition
that would lead to decreased prices for consumers. 46
The main cost of regulating the telecommunications industry is the hindrance to competition it
places on the market. By fixing retail rates and making entry into the industry difficult for new
providers, state regulation can maintain inordinately high prices. Furthermore, regulation can
also preclude investment and innovation. 47
In response to these costs, many states have proposed, and in some cases passed legislation
repealing regulations on the telecommunications industry. New technology such as cellular
phones and the Internet provide competition deemed adequate for deregulation. This strategy
is meant to relieve barriers to competition, and allow standard economic forces, rather than
state bureaucracy, to regulate the market. 48 One state effort to save money and streamline the
regulatory process is the Florida Regulatory Reform Act of 2011, which completely eliminated
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price restrictions on the telecommunications industry. 49 Although it is too soon to judge the
effects of this legislation in Florida, a similar deregulation bill was passed in California in 2006.
After careful study, the telecommunications marketplace in California was deemed “sufficiently
competitive to guarantee customer choice.” 50 In other words, it is relatively easy for customers
to switch providers if they are unhappy with the price or quality of their service. One would
expect this to lead to lower prices post-deregulation, as competition would drive down the
rates, however telecom retail rates in California actually increased after this regulatory reform.
Michael Peevey, the chairman of the California Public Utilities Commission, attributed this rise
in prices to market fluctuations due to the recent deregulation, and claimed that once
equilibrium is reached prices would be lower. 51
The current state of telecommunications regulation in Vermont requires all companies that
provide these services to register with the Vermont Department of Public Service. They also
must obtain this department’s approval for the prices, terms, and conditions of these services.
This makes it difficult for companies to increase their prices and modify their services,
especially for FairPoint, Vermont’s largest telecommunications provider.52 This regulation is
clearly designed to protect consumers from the dangers of natural monopoly; however, it may
be a hindrance to competition amongst companies in the industry. The National Regulatory
Research Institute, a think tank that provides high-quality research for state utility regulators,
counsels state administrators to base the decision to deregulate the telecommunications
market on the number of providers that consumers have access to, and the ease with which
they can switch between them. 53
Conclusion
Concern over the size and efficiency of state government becomes particularly significant in
times of economic recession and recovery from downturns. Ideas for reform range from
privatization to merging and streamlining departments or agencies. The diversity of situations,
problems, and budgets across state government, however, prohibit a comprehensive and
uniform strategy for enhancing bureaucratic efficiency and effectiveness. Regulations that were
put in place originally to benefit citizens, without review and reform, over time and under
changing conditions may become burdens on the state budget. This report has provided a
fundamental overview on the problem of bureaucratic efficiency, identified the ways in which
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bureaucratic effectiveness may be measured, and offered several examples of how various
entities attempt to remedy the problem of bureaucratic inefficiency.
____________________________________
This report was completed on May 3, 2012 by Alison Kelly, Elizabeth Dunn, Marc Laliberte, and
William Andreycak under the supervision of graduate student Kate Fournier and Professor
Anthony Gierzynski in response to a request from Representative Don Turner.
Contact: Professor Anthony Gierzynski, 513 Old Mill, The University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405, phone 802656-7973, email agierzyn@uvm.edu.
Disclaimer: This report has been compiled by undergraduate students at the University of Vermont under the
supervision of Professor Anthony Gierzynski. The material contained in the report does not reflect the official
policy of the University of Vermont.
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